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September Meeting Minutes 
The September 14th gathering at the Flying Field, started slightly 
after 6 PM with Flight demonstrations. Les Schier performed 
Inside Loops, Outside Loops and Blunts while Jim Parker 
described the maneuvers. Next, Ray pointed out  the RTF Avistar 
to be auctioned off, was unboxed for potential bidders to inspect. 
The actual meeting was called to order at 6:20 PM by president 
Ray Capitulo. Ray first asked about September birthdays and 
Terry Gombert is the 19th and Jim Parker is on the 22nd. Joe 
Stanko read the August Meeting minutes, which were approved 
by the 22 members present. 

Treasurer’s Report
Frank Roberson Treasurer

Started with:  $2390                    Ended with:  $2509 

There were 2 new members, 1 renewals, including 1 family 
members.  Expenses were $27 for water and snacks for August 
and for stamps. A $216 web hosting free had been paid but was 
already refunded. Club membership is an honest 63 because                  
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President’s Message 

Congratulation Scott on your 
retirement!! 

VP Thoughts 

Hey guys it was great seeing 
fellow rc flyers at the club last 
meeting.  Congrats to Don 
Zeller for winning the auction 
bid on the Avistar.   

On a side note, I will be be 
officially retired from 
American Airlines on 
October 1st after 35 years 
with the company the 23rd of 
this month.  I worked as a 
federally licensed Airframe 
and Powerplant Mechanics 
(currently) and for the last 25 
years assuming the role of 
the union bid position of 
Quality Control Inspector, 
which includes performing 
non-destructive testing, 
borescopes, and back 
checking mechanics work.  

VP Scott 

Upcoming Events 

Cancelled due to 
COVID-19

Radio Signal Modelers Flying Club 
 Schiller Woods Flying Field 
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unpaid former members were removed from the roster. Frank 
informed us that we couldn’t have meetings at the community 
center until the COVID mess is over. He asked how many could 
attend at 5:30 on meeting nights and and most said yes.  When 
asked about 11 AM on Saturdays, most said no. Frank mentioned 
that the Forest Preserve is talking about requiring permits and 
insurance deposits for any fun fly, regardless of how many attend.  
The August report was approved. to 

Field Maintenance Committee:

Ray mentioned that he, his buddy Jerry, Roger Mankowski, and 
Jack Behrens have been cutting the grass at 9 AM on Thursdays. 
Jaime Solis, Roy Balsamo and Bill Reaume also came out to help. 
One person can cut the grass but at least 2 more are needed to 
move tables and flight stands. More volunteers are needed on a 
rotating basis.  

 

Field Safety Committee:

By Jim Parker

 Jim reminded us about staying South of the Safety Line and 
leaving the field by sundown if you don’t want to risk having your 
equipment confiscated or getting a ticket by the Forest Preserve 
Police. 

  

Instructor Pilot ( IP) Committee:   

By Jim Parker

Jim reported that he and Jaime Solis had flown with Kevin Buchar 
and gotten a couple of his planes up.  Jim suggested that people 
contact him if they need help checking out and aircraft prior to 
maidens.    

Planning Committee:

Everything is still on hold due to COVID-19.  We’ll have to wait 
and see about the Chili Fun Fly in December.   

Old Business:

No old business was discussed.      
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Know Your Member

Name: Michael Whitely   

Occupation: Physician 

Club Membership:  4 months 

Flying Experience:  2 years 

Airplane or Heli: Airplane 

Radio:  JR X9303 

Electric, Nitro : Electric / Nitro 

Favorite Model: Revolver by 
Great Planes 

Flying Style: Freestyle  

R/C Simulator: RealFlight 

Cubs or Sox:  Neither 

Quote:  “ I love the 
willingness of club members 
helping at the field” 
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New Business:

Scott Thompson 
announced that he was 
retiring after 35 years at 
American Airlines.
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The last person at the field should make sure that the umbrellas are in their storage position. 

There is a possibility that we could have ZOOM meetings in the future, which is limited to 40 minutes 
per session.

Charging station keys are available to club members for $3 each. The member must be trained on 
operation of the station before receiving the key.  A new member must be at a meeting to get a key.     

The RTF Great Planes Avistar donated by Jim 
Mulkerin, was auctioned off with a reserve of 
$50.  After quite a bit of back & forth, Don 
Zeller was the winning bidder, with $100 going 
into RSM’s Treasury. 

Show & Tell / Demonstration : (photos by Joe Stanko)

Bill Reaume showed us the EFlite Blade Tandem Rescue helicopter that he purchased and learned to fly 
on 10 years ago.  
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Welcome to the Pilot’s Corner:

By Jim Parker

As the newest AMA Instructor Pilot and member of RSM, I will write articles addressing flying skills on 
all range of pilots. Our President, Ray C. will be editor-in-chief coordinating information for the website 
newsletter. Feel free to comment on my efforts and maybe suggest future topics for consideration here. 

This month’s topic(s):  ROLLS (Barrel?Aileron); Stall Turn/Hammerhead 

Rolls:  The roll requires ailerons, but if your airplane does not have ailerons, the rudder might be able to 
pull off a larger, somewhat untidier “Barrel Roll”.  A roll with ailerons is a smooth maneuver and not too 
difficult to perform. 
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How to fly the ROLL:  This is also called and AXIAL ROLL.  Start maneuver the same as an inside 
loop. Fly straight and level on a least half throttle.  To begin the roll (aileron/axial roll), apply a small 
amount of up elevator and either left for right aileron a split second after the up elevator. There is no need 
for full power at this time, keep the throttle where it is through out the aileron roll. If using RUDDER 
only, you’ll need to apply much more elevator to put plane in a small clump before rolling, (Barrel Roll) 
using rudder right or left. 

As you apply elevator and aileron, the airplane will start to roll over.  Keep the aileron stick in the same 
position, but you may have to adjust elevator to keep the roll tidy.  As the plane is inverted, release 
elevator and apply a tiny amount of DOWN elevator when the plane is fully inverted.  Once the airplane 
is right side up again, return sticks to neutral and resume straight and level flying. 

STALL TURN:  The stall turn, is also called a hammerhead turn, makes use of the airplane’s rudder and 
is relatively simple to perform. 

The aim of the stall turn is to perform a vertical climb, reduce power at the top to quickly stop the climb, 
while applying full rudder near the top to rotate the plane through 180 degrees near it’s CG position. 
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How to fly the STALL TURN:  As before, begin with a straight and level flight path.  Apply full power 
as you begin maneuver and apply up ELEVATOR (A), initiating a vertical climb.  Adjust the rudder and 
elevator as necessary to maintain 
climb as vertically and as straight as 
possible, without going into the 
beginnings of a loop. 

Relax elevator to maintain vertical 
climb.  Let the plane climb a few 
seconds, depending how much 
power is applied.  Near the top of 
the climb, reduce throttle** and-
here is the important part, apply 
FULL RUDDER (B) to right of left.  
If the airplane doesn’t look like it’s 
going to turn neatly, give a small 
bust of throttle to get prop wash 
(air movement) over the rudder. 

Once the airplane has rotated 
through 180 degrees and is now 
hurdling toward the ground, return 
rudder to neutral, reduce throttle 
and let airplane go into a vertical 
dive for a second or so, depending 
on altitude.  Near entry point of 
maneuver apply up ELEVATOR (C) to pull out of dive and then add power to resume straight and level 
flight in opposite direction of maneuver entry. 

(CAUTION):  Warbirds in particular, apply only enough elevator to resume straight and level flight.   
Excessive elevator could cause a snap roll and disaster if near the ground. 

How much throttle to use at the turn depends on a few things, not least of which is the type of plane 
(high, mid, low) wing and the size of the rudder.  Do not cut the motor fully at the top because you need 
prop wash over the rudder to facilitate the turn.  Practice, practice, practice will help you to get it just 
right for a particular airplane.  Each plane will act differently, so practice to get muscle memory for each 
model that you fly. 

Good luck, practice at altitude, fly safely!

This is YOUR  Space. Submit questions or suggestions to the Editor or to myself.  

We’re here to help, keep safe, and minimize hobby expense.  JMP
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Next Meeting on Monday October 12, 2020 at 5:30 at the Flying Field 
Weather Permitting 

Demo Starts at 5:00 PM
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                                                             Chicago Air & Water 2016                                            photo by Ray C                                                        
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